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FiniteFinite--State Verification (FSV)State Verification (FSV)

�� Attempts to prove properties about a Attempts to prove properties about a 

model of a systemmodel of a system

A model of
a system

property ?

Finite 
State 
Verifier

����



�� Typically, a system is modeled by a Typically, a system is modeled by a 

set of processes where each process set of processes where each process 

is modeled by a Finite State is modeled by a Finite State 

Automaton (FSA)Automaton (FSA)

Models in FSVModels in FSV
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�� The overall system behavior is The overall system behavior is 

represented by the cross product represented by the cross product 

FSA of all the process FSA of all the process FSAsFSAs
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State Explosion ProblemState Explosion Problem

�� But the number of But the number of reachable statesreachable states

in the cross product FSA could be in the cross product FSA could be 

exponentially large exponentially large w.r.tw.r.t. the number . the number 

of process FSA statesof process FSA states
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Symbolic ApproachesSymbolic Approaches

�� Use symbolic data structures to Use symbolic data structures to 

compactly represent subsets of compactly represent subsets of 

reachable states reachable states 

•• Shown to be useful for reducing the Shown to be useful for reducing the 

impact of the State Explosion problem impact of the State Explosion problem 

in hardware verificationin hardware verification

�� But their value for software But their value for software 

verification is less clearverification is less clear



Our WorkOur Work
�� Explored using two symbolic data structuresExplored using two symbolic data structures

•• Binary Decision Diagrams (Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDsBDDs))

•• ZeroZero--suppressed suppressed BDDsBDDs ((ZDDsZDDs))

in two finite state verifiersin two finite state verifiers
•• LTSALTSA

•• FLAVERSFLAVERS

�� Developed a modified algorithm for Developed a modified algorithm for 
computing the reachable states for computing the reachable states for ZDDsZDDs

�� Developed a heuristic for variable ordering for Developed a heuristic for variable ordering for 
BDDs/ZDDsBDDs/ZDDs

�� Found an approach that usually Found an approach that usually increasesincreases
the size of the systems that can be verified the size of the systems that can be verified 
and and decreasesdecreases the time of the analysisthe time of the analysis



OutlineOutline

�� Overview of Overview of BDDsBDDs and and ZDDsZDDs

�� Applying Applying BDDsBDDs and and ZDDsZDDs in FSVin FSV

�� Experimental methodology and Experimental methodology and 

resultsresults

�� ConclusionsConclusions



Binary Decision TreesBinary Decision Trees

�� From which From which 

BDDsBDDs and and ZDDsZDDs

are derivedare derived

�� Represent Represent 

Boolean Boolean 

functionsfunctions
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Binary Decision TreesBinary Decision Trees

�� Each path Each path 

represents an represents an 

assignmentassignment

•• 00--edge: the variable edge: the variable 

is assigned to 0is assigned to 0

•• 11--edge: the variable edge: the variable 

is assigned to 1is assigned to 1

•• The label of the The label of the 

terminal vertex terminal vertex 

determines the determines the 

function valuefunction value
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f(x=0,y=1,z=1)=0 Exponentially Large!

ff((xx,,yy,,zz) = () = (¬¬xx∧∧¬¬zz) ) ∨∨ ((xx∧∧yy∧∧zz))



Deriving Deriving BDDsBDDs and and ZDDsZDDs

�� BDDsBDDs [Bryant] and [Bryant] and ZDDsZDDs [[Minato] ] 

are reduced Binary Decision Treesare reduced Binary Decision Trees

•• Both diagrams are derived by applying Both diagrams are derived by applying 

3 reduction rules3 reduction rules

•• The first 2 rules are the same for both The first 2 rules are the same for both 

diagramsdiagrams

•• Only the third rule is differentOnly the third rule is different



Deriving Deriving BDDsBDDs and and ZDDsZDDs

�� Rule 1 merges terminal vertexes Rule 1 merges terminal vertexes 
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Deriving Deriving BDDsBDDs and and ZDDsZDDs

�� Rule 1 merges terminal vertexes Rule 1 merges terminal vertexes 
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Deriving Deriving BDDsBDDs and and ZDDsZDDs

�� Rule 1 merges terminal vertexes Rule 1 merges terminal vertexes 

�� Rule 2 reuses common subRule 2 reuses common sub--graphsgraphs
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Deriving Deriving BDDsBDDs and and ZDDsZDDs

�� Rule 1 merges terminal vertexes Rule 1 merges terminal vertexes 

�� Rule 2 reuses common subRule 2 reuses common sub--graphsgraphs
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Rule 3 for Deriving Rule 3 for Deriving BDDsBDDs

�� Rule 3: Remove Rule 3: Remove ““dondon’’t caret care””

nonterminal vertexes (whose children nonterminal vertexes (whose children 

are the same)are the same)
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Rule 3 for Deriving Rule 3 for Deriving BDDsBDDs

�� Rule 3: Remove Rule 3: Remove ““dondon’’t caret care””

nonterminal vertexes (whose children nonterminal vertexes (whose children 

are the same)are the same)
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Rule 3 for Deriving Rule 3 for Deriving BDDsBDDs

�� Rule 3: Remove Rule 3: Remove ““dondon’’t caret care””

nonterminal vertexes (whose children nonterminal vertexes (whose children 

are the same)are the same)
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Rule 3 for Deriving Rule 3 for Deriving ZDDsZDDs

�� Rule 3: Remove nonterminal Rule 3: Remove nonterminal 

vertexes whose 1vertexes whose 1--edge points to the edge points to the 

terminal vertex labeled by 0terminal vertex labeled by 0
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Rule 3 for Deriving Rule 3 for Deriving ZDDsZDDs

�� Rule 3: Remove nonterminal Rule 3: Remove nonterminal 

vertexes whose 1vertexes whose 1--edge points to the edge points to the 

terminal vertex labeled by 0terminal vertex labeled by 0
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Rule 3 for Deriving Rule 3 for Deriving ZDDsZDDs

�� Rule 3: Remove nonterminal Rule 3: Remove nonterminal 

vertexes whose 1vertexes whose 1--edge points to the edge points to the 

terminal vertex labeled by 0terminal vertex labeled by 0
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Resulting BDDResulting BDD
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Ordered Ordered BDDs/ZDDsBDDs/ZDDs

�� Boolean variables are orderedBoolean variables are ordered

�� For any vertex For any vertex pp and either of its and either of its 

nonterminal children nonterminal children qq: : varvar((pp) > ) > varvar((qq) ) 

holdsholds

�� Given an order, Given an order, BDDs/ZDDsBDDs/ZDDs for Boolean for Boolean 

functions are canonicalfunctions are canonical

�� Ordering can have a significant impact on Ordering can have a significant impact on 

efficiency efficiency 

•• Will describe an ordering heuristic laterWill describe an ordering heuristic later



To Apply To Apply BDDs/ZDDsBDDs/ZDDs in FSVin FSV

�� Encode Encode FSAsFSAs as Boolean functions as Boolean functions 

represented as represented as BDDs/ZDDsBDDs/ZDDs

�� Compute reachable states with Compute reachable states with 

BDDs/ZDDsBDDs/ZDDs

•• BDDBDD--based: standard algorithmbased: standard algorithm

•• ZDDZDD--based: modified algorithmbased: modified algorithm



�� A process FSA with A process FSA with nn states can be states can be 
encoded with encoded with ��loglog22nn� � Boolean variablesBoolean variables

�� Each process FSA uses a different set of Each process FSA uses a different set of 

variablesvariables

Encoding FSA StatesEncoding FSA States

State 1 : (¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ x1 ∧∧∧∧ ¬¬¬¬ x2)
State 2 : (   x1 ∧∧∧∧ ¬¬¬¬ x2) 
State 3 : (¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ x1 ∧∧∧∧ x2)
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State 1 : (¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ x3 ∧∧∧∧ ¬¬¬¬ x4)
State 2 : (   x3 ∧∧∧∧ ¬¬¬¬ x4) 
State 3 : (¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ x3 ∧∧∧∧ x4)
State 4 : (¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ x3 ∧∧∧∧ ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ x4)



�� Uses two sets of paired variablesUses two sets of paired variables
•• Source variables: xSource variables: x11,x,x22,,……

•• Destination variables: xDestination variables: x11’’, x, x22’’,,……

�� Transitions labeled by the same event are Transitions labeled by the same event are 
encoded by a single Boolean functionencoded by a single Boolean function

�� The whole transition relation is a The whole transition relation is a 
disjunction of these functionsdisjunction of these functions

Encoding TransitionsEncoding Transitions

Transition 1����2

(¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ x1 ∧∧∧∧ ¬¬¬¬ x2      ) ∧∧∧∧

(   x1’’ ∧∧∧∧ ¬¬¬¬ x2’’ )
1 2 3

a b

c



Encoding Cross Product FSAEncoding Cross Product FSA

�� Each state of the cross product FSA Each state of the cross product FSA 
is a conjunction of process statesis a conjunction of process states
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Encoding Cross Product FSAEncoding Cross Product FSA

�� Each state of the cross product FSA Each state of the cross product FSA 

is a conjunction of process statesis a conjunction of process states

�� The transition is encoded as beforeThe transition is encoded as before
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Transition <1,1> ���� <2,1>

(¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ x1 ∧∧∧∧ ¬¬¬¬ x2  ∧∧∧∧ ¬ ¬ ¬ ¬ x3 ∧∧∧∧ ¬¬¬¬ x4) ∧∧∧∧
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Computing Reachable StatesComputing Reachable States

�� Standard Standard fixpointfixpoint algorithm: algorithm: 
computes computes imagesimages until no new states until no new states 
are seenare seen
•• Image: all direct successors for a set of Image: all direct successors for a set of 
statesstates

�� All operations used in the All operations used in the 
computation can be implemented computation can be implemented 
with with BDDs/ZDDsBDDs/ZDDs

�� Developed a more efficient approach Developed a more efficient approach 
for computing images with for computing images with ZDDsZDDs



Choose a Variable Ordering Choose a Variable Ordering 

�� Ordering of variables impacts size of Ordering of variables impacts size of 
BDDs/ZDDsBDDs/ZDDs

�� But finding an optimal ordering is But finding an optimal ordering is 
NPNP--hardhard

�� Typical two general approachesTypical two general approaches
•• Static heuristics to choose a fixed Static heuristics to choose a fixed 
ordering before analysisordering before analysis

•• Dynamic reordering during analysisDynamic reordering during analysis

�� Developed a static ordering heuristicDeveloped a static ordering heuristic



General Ordering Constraints General Ordering Constraints 

�� Put each destination variable right Put each destination variable right 

after its paired source variableafter its paired source variable

•• Effective and commonlyEffective and commonly--usedused

�� Group together Boolean variables Group together Boolean variables 

encoding each single process FSAencoding each single process FSA

•• States in the same FSA depend more on States in the same FSA depend more on 

each other than states from other each other than states from other FSAsFSAs



Adapted the FORCE HeuristicAdapted the FORCE Heuristic

�� The FORCE heuristic [The FORCE heuristic [Aloul, Markov, 
Sakallah]: puts variables from ]: puts variables from FSAsFSAs that that 

are are closely relatedclosely related to each other as close to each other as close 

as possibleas possible

�� We used the number of events shared by We used the number of events shared by 

two two FSAsFSAs to measure how closely two to measure how closely two 

FSAsFSAs are relatedare related

•• The more events shared, the closer they areThe more events shared, the closer they are

•• Within each FSA, variables are ordered Within each FSA, variables are ordered 

arbitrarilyarbitrarily



Evaluated Impact of Evaluated Impact of BDDs/ZDDsBDDs/ZDDs

on FSVon FSV

�� BDDs/ZDDsBDDs/ZDDs implementationimplementation

•• Based on the Based on the JavaBDDJavaBDD [Whaley] library[Whaley] library

•• BDDsBDDs and and ZDDsZDDs are implemented in a consistent are implemented in a consistent 

wayway

�� Applied to two finite state verifiers:Applied to two finite state verifiers:

•• LTSA [Magee, Kramer]: LTSA [Magee, Kramer]: 

Labeled Transition System AnalyzerLabeled Transition System Analyzer

•• FLAVERS [Dwyer, Clarke, FLAVERS [Dwyer, Clarke, CobleighCobleigh, , NaumovichNaumovich]: ]: 

FLowFLow Analysis for Analysis for VERificationVERification of Systemsof Systems



Algorithms EvaluatedAlgorithms Evaluated

�� LTSALTSA
•• The native search algorithm, which constructs The native search algorithm, which constructs 
a version of the a version of the reachabilityreachability graph and uses a graph and uses a 
hashtablehashtable to store statesto store states

•• BDDBDD--basedbased

•• ZDDZDD--basedbased

�� FLAVERSFLAVERS
•• The native search algorithm, which uses data The native search algorithm, which uses data 
flow analysis and a flow analysis and a hashtablehashtable to store statesto store states

•• BDDBDD--basedbased

•• ZDDZDD--basedbased



Systems and PropertiesSystems and Properties

�� 13 systems were used13 systems were used

•• Scalable, concurrentScalable, concurrent

•• 4 systems modeled in LTSA only4 systems modeled in LTSA only

•• 4 systems modeled in FLAVERS only4 systems modeled in FLAVERS only

•• 5 systems modeled in both verifiers5 systems modeled in both verifiers

�� 18 properties in all18 properties in all

�� Only considered properties that hold for Only considered properties that hold for 

these systemsthese systems

•• Ensures that the number of reachable states Ensures that the number of reachable states 

explored by different algorithms is the sameexplored by different algorithms is the same



MetricsMetrics

�� Ran each algorithm on each Ran each algorithm on each 

system/property, scaling up the size system/property, scaling up the size 

until the algorithm:until the algorithm:

•• Ran out of memory, orRan out of memory, or

•• Ran for more than 24 hoursRan for more than 24 hours

�� Compared Compared 

•• RuntimeRuntime

•• The Largest size The Largest size each algorithm could each algorithm could 

handle for each systemhandle for each system
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Experimental ResultsExperimental Results

�� BDDBDD--based and ZDDbased and ZDD--based algorithms based algorithms 
could handle could handle much largermuch larger systems than systems than 
both native algorithms in most casesboth native algorithms in most cases
•• In only one LTSA system, the native algorithm In only one LTSA system, the native algorithm 
outperformed BDD and ZDD based algorithmsoutperformed BDD and ZDD based algorithms

�� ZDDZDD--based algorithm could handle based algorithm could handle larger larger 
systems and ran systems and ran fasterfaster than BDDthan BDD--based based 
algorithm in most casesalgorithm in most cases
•• In only 5 out of 200 subjects, BDDIn only 5 out of 200 subjects, BDD--based based 
outperformed ZDDoutperformed ZDD--based algorithmbased algorithm
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Results for FLAVERS are similar



Related WorkRelated Work

�� BDDBDD--based toolsbased tools
•• NuSMVNuSMV [[CimattiCimatti, Clarke, , Clarke, GiunchigliaGiunchiglia, , RoveriRoveri]]

•• RulebaseRulebase [Beer, Ben[Beer, Ben--David, David, EisnerEisner, , GeistGeist, , GluhovskyGluhovsky, et , et 
al]al]

•• ……

�� Usage of Usage of ZDDsZDDs
•• PetriPetri net verification [net verification [YonedaYoneda, , HatoriHatori, , TakaharaTakahara, Minato, Minato]]

•• ……

�� Comparisons between symbolic approach and Comparisons between symbolic approach and 
nonnon--symbolic approach in FSV symbolic approach in FSV 
•• [Avrunin, Corbett, Dwyer, [Avrunin, Corbett, Dwyer, PasareanuPasareanu, Siegel], Siegel]

•• [Dong, [Dong, XuXu, Ramakrishna, , Ramakrishna, RamakrishnanaRamakrishnana, et al], et al]

•• ……



ConclusionConclusion

�� The ZDDThe ZDD--based algorithm was based algorithm was 
almost always better than the BDDalmost always better than the BDD--
based and native algorithms based and native algorithms 
•• Reachable state space is usually sparseReachable state space is usually sparse

•• ZDDsZDDs are good at representing Boolean are good at representing Boolean 
functions with sparse functions with sparse supportssupports
(assignments for which the function (assignments for which the function 
value is 1)value is 1)

�� More evaluation is neededMore evaluation is needed
•• ZDDsZDDs might be useful for other finite might be useful for other finite 
state verifiersstate verifiers



ThanksThanks

Questions?Questions?



Image Computation w. Image Computation w. ZDDsZDDs

�� The computation needs two The computation needs two ZDDsZDDs
•• SS: represents a set of states using only : represents a set of states using only 
source variablessource variables

•• TT: represents the whole transition : represents the whole transition 
relationship using both the source relationship using both the source 
variables and destination variablesvariables and destination variables

�� Missing destination variables in ZDD Missing destination variables in ZDD 
SS are assigned to 0, but they should are assigned to 0, but they should 
be considered as be considered as ““dondon’’t caret care””
•• Treat destination variables in a BDD wayTreat destination variables in a BDD way

•• Treat source variables in a ZDD wayTreat source variables in a ZDD way


